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Location: Found on the continent of North America between the countries of Canada
and Mexico.
Population: 325,365,189 people live in the U.S. as of 2017.
Type of Government: constitutional federal republic
Main Leader: President Trump
Main Language Spoken: English

Flag: Thirteen stripes stand for the original thirteen colonies that began the country. The
50 stars stand for each of the 50 states that make up the nation today. The red color
stands for valor. The white color stands for liberty and purity. The blue color stands for
justice and loyalty.

Famous Foods Of The U.S.A.
Tater Tots: This food is made from slivers of potato,
flour, and seasoning that has been shaped into small
ovals and fried to a crunchy golden brown.

Peanut Butter Sandwich: Peanut butter paste was first eaten
in Michigan. Later Joseph Rosefield added hydrogenated
vegetable oil to make a creamier texture. Today many enjoy it
between bread with their favorite jelly.

Fun and Interesting Places To Visit In The U.S.A.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Called the “birthplace of the nation,”
this city has many historical symbols and sites to visit. You can
see the Liberty Bell and visit Independence Hall where the
Declaration of Independence and U.S. Constitution were written
and signed. You can see amazing things at the Franklin Institute
and the Philadelphia Art Museum. If you love animals, visit the
Philadelphia Zoo, the first zoo in the U.S.

Yosemite National Park: Located in California, this place
has many outdoor activities. You can camp or visit for the
day. You can see one of its famous waterfalls or try to scale
one of its great rock formations like El Capitan or Glacier
Point. You might see beautiful flowers or spot interesting
wild animals like the Sierra Nevada red fox or wolverine.
You can fish or sit by a beautiful creek. Don’t forget your
camera!

